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Regions of laminar, harmonic, and turbulent flow.
These apply to all three images.
In the harmonic region rhythmic
movements take place, characteristic of life processes. These are
fundamental to the Flowform Method.

(a) waterfall, University of Trondheim. (b & c) Paths of Vortices with a rhythmical
pattern created by a horizontal flow of colored water into still water through an
opening, (c) showing a structure resembling a limb bone.
Even in regions of turbulence and chaos, structures of a higher order can arise, like
the vortex on the lower left with the limb bone-like structure.
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Development of the Flowform Design
The Flowform Principle of generating rhythms in streaming water was
first discovered in 1970 by A. John Wilkes, (ARCA) working independently at
the Institute for Flow Sciences in Herrischried, Germany.
In its natural environment, water expresses a multitude of different
rhythms, such as the rising and falling of the tides, and the rhythmic
patterns of waves rolling to the seashore. By its inner rhythmic nature,
water also shapes and imprints patterns into its natural surroundings, with
the meanders in a river or a river delta, or the rhythmic patterns in sand.
Patterns similar to Flowform designs can be created through natural erosion
processes, such as on Ayers Rock in Australia (Fig. 9)

Fig. 9: Streams of water after two days of rainfall on Ayers Rock in Australia.
The colour of the stone turns purple after rain. Water flows into cavities similar to
Flowform bowls, but created by natural erosion. Some are over 25 metres wide.
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Water, as the basis of living liquids within plants, animals and human
beings also flows rhythmically with or without a heart organ helping.
Wherever life and living forms are, there also is rhythm.
The need for a better understanding of water’s rhythmic, energetic life
supporting qualities requires the conscious development of an artisticscientific imagination and sensitivity to Nature’s flowing living processes.
Flowform designs were developed by Wilkes through his artistic,
intuitive study of rhythmical and metamorphic processes in nature, with the
intention to help water in its life-supporting capacity.
All Flowform designs, born out of this long study of nature's creative
secrets, bring together the highly efficient rejuvenating activity of a
mountain stream with life rhythms essential to and inherent in nature.
The unique signature of Flowform water movement is a pulsing figureeight flow pattern, typical of liquid flow within many living organisms. It is
worth noting that this flow pattern does not happen in an ordered manner in
outer nature, and is really only visible to the human eye in Flowform
designs, where the surfaces enable the rhythms to occur.
Experimenting with the proportions of vessels aligned down a slope,
Wilkes discovered that rhythm is generated by degrees of resistance and
proportion. Surfaces and openings cause resistance to water when it is
gaining momentum flowing down a slope. The phenomenon is similar to that
of waves forming as water spreads out over a sloping road.
Studies of experimental Paths of Vortices led Wilkes to consider the
process of internal stream impulses in relation to symmetry and proportion.
(Refer Fig 10 and 11 below)
All independent living organisms with very few exceptions have an
axis of symmetry with respect to their outer physical form. At the same
time they all have to do with streaming processes that tend to lead to
asymmetrical forms. The heart which is most related to streaming processes
in the body is asymmetrical both in shape as well as regarding its position
inside the body. It is thrust processes in fluids that lead to symmetry (as for
example the thrust of a wave passing through a dyke, Fig. 15 left), whereas
a continuous streaming process leads to asymmetrical shapes (as
demonstrated with coloured water streaming continuously into still water,
Fig. 15 right).
Wilkes thought that symmetry in life forms could be considered as a
higher level of being and he posed the question whether the use of
symmetry in connection with streaming water could lead to a higher
condition in the quality of the same water (Wilkes 2003).
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Wilkes made a symmetrical channel of varying proportions with a
smooth slope and introduced flowing water through it. At a specific place an
unexpected rhythmical oscillation occurred.
This was the discovery of the Flowform Principle made in April 1970.
Since it was verified that oscillations could also occur in asymmetrical forms,
it was proved to be correct that proportions and not symmetry lead to
rhythms and eventually to lemniscatory movements on a larger scale.
It became immediately evident to Wilkes that the path-curve surfaces
that George Adams had been generating in order to influence the quality of
water, could be introduced into this newly discovered method of generating
rhythms in streaming water. Lawrence Edwards had already demonstrated
that path-curve surfaces are intimately linked to vortical shapes, which are
closely similar to Flowform surfaces. (Edwards 1993, see Fig. 8).
However up to this point a way of enabling water to spread out
sensitively over such surfaces had not been found. Now, with the Flowform
Principle, rhythmical lemniscatory movements could be used to enable the
water to take into itself information relating to these special organ-related
mathematical surfaces (Wilkes 2003).
Thus Flowform vessels provide not only a means of demonstrating the
phenomenon of rhythmically pulsing water artistically, they also enable a
wide range of applications influencing biological and botanical processes
through the rhythmical movement of water, remembering that all life
processes are themselves always rhythmical. Thus artistic and technological
applications can be combined in mutual harmony.

Fig. 10: PATH OF VORTICES:
Photographic superimposition of regularly
developing left-sided (image 1 from left) and right-sided (image 2) paths of vortices.

As the mirror images (first two images from the left) are moved together and
over each other in images 3, 4 and 5 (from left to right), the two path of vortices
overlap, creating a striking similarity to Flowform shapes (compare with Flowform
cascades in Figs. 12, 13 and 14)
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Flowform water streams repeatedly through each Flowform vessel’s
side-to-side figure-8 patterns, thereby multiplying the actual length the
water travels by some 10 times that of the length of the physical Flowform
cascade, while in addition receiving the rhythmic impulses that are the
signatures of life itself. In this way the mountain stream and the living pulse
as nature’s own methods for improving water’s capacity to support life are
brought together in a technology born out of a close study of Nature’s
creative processes.
If this rhythmical process can help to imbue water with the necessary
information to support life-sustaining qualities, then healing, harmonising
and enlivening processes might be dramatically enhanced (Wilkes 1993).

Fig. 11: Experimental demonstration of (b) asymmetrical and (c) symmetrical
path of vortices. The asymmetrical pictures can show embryo-like (a) and plant-like
forms.
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When an object like a narrow paintbrush is pulled horizontally in a
straight line through shallow water, containing about 60% glycerin to slow
down the process, an intricate path of vortices was revealed on its surface
(Figs. 10 and 11: the surface was dusted with a fine powder of Lycopodium
spores).
The asymmetrical path of vortices on the left in Fig. 11 was created
with one object, while the symmetrical form on the right with two objects
pulled parallel through the water in a straight line but with a shift between
them. Speed, viscosity and depth had to be very carefully adjusted to obtain
a significant form (Schwenk 1996, Wilkes 2001).

Flowform Design Research
Since these first developments in the early 1970s, a multitude of
Flowform designs have been created. These different Flowform shapes all
shares the figure-of-eight (lemniscatory) streaming water flow with a pulsing
outflow, unique to the Flowform Principle. There are single, two, three and
four cavity Flowforms, all generating increasingly complex and interesting
movement patterns.
Most common are the double-paired Flowform vessels, which consist
of two bowls intersecting side-by-side, either symmetrically or
asymmetrically.
The single cavity Flowform design is a later development from
original notes, and essentially consists of one side of the paired cavity form,
creating a simpler rhythm.

Fig. 12: Symmetrical Emerson (left) and asymmetrical Olympia (right)
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Whereas it is interesting to compare the double-paired Flowform
vessel with the human larynx (Schwenk 1996), the single cavity Flowform
vessel may be compared with a section of a fish heart (Kilner 1984).
Dr Philip Kilner suggests that the Flowform design could be an
appropriate model to help reveal certain aspects of heart function. He
mentions that in the fish, as well as in the human embryo, rhythmical
pulsation of the heart begins before any chambers develop, with the pulsing
happening first in the tiny bend and swelling of the heart tube (Kilner 1984).
Again this is an area of proportional interest.
Such double-paired Flowform vessels can be designed and constructed
either as single repeatable units to form cascades (Figs. 12 and 14), or as
metamorphic sequences in which forms change their shape within the total
cascade process (Sevenfold Cascade in Fig. 13 left).
The Emerson Flowform (Fig. 12) is a larger open vessel and was
designed so that water could spill over the front edge in a waterfall and is
intended for mostly aesthetic purposes. The Malmö Flowform is a larger form
designed for larger flow rates, which can be used in sewage plants.
The Akalla Flowform (Fig. 14) has a robust boulder-like shape and
comes in three sizes to express calmer movements in the larger, and more
vigorous movements in the smaller forms, while at the same time
accommodating varying gradients.
The forms that are shallower were mostly designed for aesthetic purposes
and are the Emerson, Malmö, Amsterdam and Ashdown.

Fig. 13: Sevenfold cascade (left) and Ashdown (right). The size differentiation
in the sevenfold cascade creates differing rhythmical frequencies with varying
gradients and the same flow rate, thus creating a richer experience of movement.
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The radial Flowform design is a later development, with the water
arising in the centre, flowing out in usually three directions, each 120
degrees having a Flowform shape incorporated into the overall circular
design.
One example for such a radial design is the Ashdown form, which is
smaller and formed in a contracting and expanding circular pattern (Fig. 13
right). The Amsterdam and Viktors models are large radial forms
measuring as much as 3 meters in diameter and are intended especially for
gardens, parks or townscapes.

Fig. 14: Flowform types: Herten (above left) Akalla (above right) Järna (below
left) Glonn (below right)
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John Wilkes found that Flowform designs with identical flow rate but
varying size generate a wider range of rhythms within the cascade. Larger
designs generate slower, calmer and more two-dimensional movements,
while smaller shapes generate faster, more vigorous, and three-dimensional
action (Wilkes 2003).
The Sevenfold Cascade is an example of a
metamorphic sequence of shapes within a cascade (Fig. 13).
The Glonn (Fig. 14) and Vortex designs (Fig. 26) are two of the
double-paired type, which can be built vertically for smaller flow rates (up to
80 l/min) or in-line for larger flow rates (up to 250 l/min) (Wilkes 2001).
The deeper Glonn forms produce a vigorous movement for treating water
used in food processing, such as grain milk preparation and baking, and for
the processing of drinking water. The Vortex design with two outlets in the
base, takes larger flow rates, produces more vigorous movement and is not
intended so much for aesthetic purposes, but rather for technical
applications like biological sewage treatment, biodynamic mixing, irrigation
processes, drinking water for cattle and food processing systems such as
grain washing.

The main design parameters needed in order to establish the
functioning of a Flowform design are the dimensions of the central channel,
inlet and outlet, and the profiles and relationship of the bowls to each other.
These parameters are sought empirically and have to do with spatial
proportions, which are brought into the correct relationship to flow rate and
gradient, and thus can achieve the ‘function’ of the pulsing lemniscatory
movement.
Another design method involves the inclusion of specific mathematical
path-curve or organic surfaces within the intersecting bowls created as
described above.

These two design methods could be called
1. Scientific Imagination: which is an empirical approach based
on the designers intimate understanding of water movement,
metamorphic processes in nature and sculptural design,
2. Mathematical: based on path-curve mathematics, which
transfers specific shapes that optimise life-supporting influences
in nature (Adams 1965 and Edwards 1993) over to Flowform
surfaces to potentially influence water as it flows over such
sensitive surfaces.

All these aspects need to be applied once the more aesthetic and also
functional choices have been made with respect to materials, location and
purpose. The design research certainly has a high potential for establishing
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and optimising specific applications, such as drinking water purification,
specific mixing or energising applications, and installations for artistic
purposes.
Three functions are carried out by all Flowform designs: they mix,
they oxygenate and they rhythmisize. There may well be more functions
such as precipitating particles or detoxifying.
Over time Flowform designers have noticed that Flowform shapes
echo natural biological organs and their functions. This shows how much the
Flowform invention has arisen out nature’s own methods and is a prime
example of Bio-mimicry, achieved long before that concept became known:
•

Kidney Shapes: from observations and practice these mix and
stir liquids most effectively, while also retaining oxygenation
and rhythmic influences. Examples are the Järna (Fig. 14 below
left) and Vortex Flowforms (Fig. 26).

•

Heart Shapes: these clearly develop strong pulsing rhythms in
a more focused manner than other Flowform shapes. We are
considering their specific use in energetic information exchange.
Examples are the Malmö and Glonn models (Fig. 14 below
right).

•

Lung Shapes: these forms are more open and wide, and
maximize air - water surface contact. Tests in New Zealand
show that ‘Lung’ designs oxygenate much better than ‘Kidney’
Flowforms. Such ‘Lung’ forms are for example the Emerson
(Fig. 12 left), or the large Olympia (Fig. 12 right) and Akalla
(Fig. 14).

•

Liver Shapes: these are represented by the single cavity
designs, which have the same meandering rhythmic flow, but
through one half of the complete bilateral Flowform. At this time
we are unsure what they do but it makes sense to consider the
biological functions of the liver with regard to this.

Naturally, there are also combinations of shapes where transition
combinations occur creating mixture emphasis forms. This gives rise to a
higher effectiveness of the metamorphic series that include all such forms
and their functions in one continuous Flowform cascade (for example
Sevenfold cascade in Fig. 13 left).
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Materials in Flowform Production
Flowform manufacture occurs with a wide variety of materials. All
materials will have an effect upon the water itself, from a qualitative and
also quantitative point of view. This can be chemical, electrical or even
functional with respect to the friction of a surface having an impact on flow
rate and rhythmical properties. If we take into account the extreme surface
smoothness of materials such as glass, ceramic or plastic, this can make the
function extremely sensitive.
All elements and their combinations emit frequencies at a molecular
level, and these can be utilised to influence the cluster structure and
information signature of water flowing through Flowform materials
specifically used for this water treatment purpose. Interesting research into
ceramics and energetic stones is emerging in recent years that we intend to
incorporate into our choice of Flowform materials.
These effects of the materials can be part of the treatment or an
aspect to be avoided. Materials also affect the nature of the design. Further
research on the suitability of materials therefore is of paramount importance.

- Concrete, and the sophisticated reconstituted stone mixes, have
been used extensively. The highest percentage of natural material at the
surface (such as sand or stone) would generally be most desirable, thus
excess cement is normally etched away with dilute acid. This material has
economic and craft shop benefits but has issues regarding weight,
maintenance and efflorescence.

- Ceramic has been used for relatively small-scale work. It is possibly
the best with respect to neutrality. Stoneware or porcelain is preferred, and
the huge variety of glazes and clay bodies provide a great artistic choice
range, with potential different frequency influences. This material is also
convenient for large-scale mass production where facilities are available.
Some of our work is being outsourced in SE Asian ceramic facilities with very
high skill levels from thousands of years of uninterrupted manufacture
combined with modern environmental methods. It has been found that
glazes (with varying metallic content) can be used to advantage for specific
purposes.

- Glass has been used effectively but is expensive to produce in small
quantities. The potential for recycling glass is attractive combined with
recent technical innovations with varying glasses for different functions.
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- Thermoplastic is very useful for vacuum forming and drape
techniques, rotational production and for less expensive solutions. There are
a variety of plastics that can be inert with regard to material and vapour
loss. Some environmental analysts see ‘plastic’ as a positive long-term
material because it can be recycled repeatedly.

- Thermoset: (polyester, vinylester, epoxy resins) Glass reinforced
resins can be used with heat treatment to drive off excess undesirable
substances. Hollow products can be cast quickly using a proprietary system
developed by colleagues in New Zealand.

- Composite Stone: These same colleagues (Design for Life Ltd.)
have developed a new casting material in hollow lightweight, very long
lasting, strong and beautiful stone, made from 75% natural materials bound
together with polymers. Research is ongoing into sustainable polymers. This
has given rise to a mass production method that is many times faster than
concrete casting, easier to freight and install, with far more varied and
natural surfaces.

- Metals are very desirable from a design point of view and can be
used to achieve chemical and biological effects, but are yet to be thoroughly
investigated.

- Stone is perhaps the ultimate solution but does present technical,
transport and economic problems, which can certainly be overcome if
resources are available.

- Natural Polymers are the latest materials to be investigated,
especially with respect to their possible positive effect in relationship to
drinking water treatment. Extensive environmental impact research is
happening worldwide in this industry, which we are following carefully.

A great deal of useful and interesting research is still waiting to be
carried out, despite the fact that design research in conjunction with
materials is something we have focused strongly on. For instance the
addition of trace elements to surfaces that can leach into water is one
project to investigate, while the addition of natural frequency emitting
materials, such as silver, may influence the water positively.
All materials have an energetic and chemical impact which impacts on
water quality. Also all materials whether viewed as environmentally ‘good’ or
otherwise need careful impact analysis, as our emotional preferences may
not be backed up by the science of environmental impact disadvantages or
benefits.
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Fig. 15: Symmetrical streaming pattern arising in water due to the thrust of a
wave entering a passage through a dyke, bearing a striking resemblance to
Flowform shapes (left). Coloured water streaming continuously into still water
producing an asymmetrical streaming pattern (vortical meander, right)

Flowform Applications
Since 1970, the colleagues and associates of the Healing Water
Institute1, located at Emerson College in Forest Row, Sussex, have installed
approximately two thousand five hundred installations in over fifty countries.
Flowform cascades are currently used in a wide variety of applications,
including aesthetic, for public, educational and private installations;
functional, connected with biological purification, farming, food processing,
drinking water, pool treatment, interior air conditioning; plus therapeutic,
medicinal, and other functions.
Overall, Flowform products are applicable in 6 industry sectors, and 12
functional markets with over 40 niche markets presently identified where
Flowform art and technology have direct benefits.
----------------------1
Whereas the common name is ‘Healing Water Institute’, the present UK legal name
is ‘Healing Water Foundation’. Official application for use of the word <Institute> in
the UK is in process. The name is officially accepted in New Zealand and the USA.
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Industry sectors with existing Flowform installations are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Interior Design
Land & Waterscaping
Human Health and Development
Water Treatment
Major Public Designs
Water Management

It is beyond the scope of this document to detail all applications. This
will be addressed in a further ‘project portfolio’ collation.
Nevertheless here are some functions of note:

Biological sewage systems
Human community ‘Black-Water’ treatment
The combination of lagoons and reed-beds with Flowform cascades is
an efficient way of establishing a biological wastewater treatment system.
Bacteria treat waste passing through a constructed reed bed. Aerobic
bacteria are associated with the rhizosphere (root zone) of the reeds, and
anaerobic bacteria with the surrounding sediments. Within this bacterial
matrix, organic wastes, nutrients and a variety of chemical compounds can
be broken down and stabilized (Worrall 1992).
The first major Flowform effluent project was commissioned in 1973
for Järna Rudolf Steiner Seminariet, Sweden, and was observed augmenting
the natural processes over many years. This led to a research project in the
1980s at the Warmonderhof Biodynamic Training Institute in Holland. Since
the 1970’s many such systems have been built and are functioning
successfully round the world.

‘Grey-Water’ systems
Apart from black-water systems such as Järna and Warmonderhof,
Flowform cascades can be to improve water quality in combination with
filters in grey-water systems (non-sewage wastewater from laundry and
showers). One example of such systems receiving communal laundry water
has been set up in a small community near ‘The Channon’ in New South
Wales, Australia, using a gravel filter and a reed bed in connection with a
Flowform cascade. Resulting water can be used effectively for irrigation, or
returning to open nature in a condition that adds quality to nature.
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Dairy Shed effluent treatment
Dairy farming worldwide is a challenge for the environmentally
acceptable treatment of wastes coming from milk producing farms.
Nutrient-rich farm-dairy effluent (FDE), which consists of cow excreta
diluted with wash-down water, is a by-product of dairy cows spending time
in yards, feed-pads, and the farm dairy. Traditionally, FDE has been treated
in standard two-pond systems and then discharged into a receiving fresh
water stream. Using the normal method of sluicing the cowshed waste out
into standing ponds that are treated through sedimentation, sunlight and
slow pond current movement, the effluent stays anaerobic in the ponds, and
when it is sprayed out on the farm paddocks, grass grows rank and dark
green, collapsing with strong growth. The herd cannot be returned to such
fields for a month because of health issues associated with the anaerobic
sludge.
Research on the effects of land-treating FDE, and its affects on water
quality, has shown that between 2 and 20% of the nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P) applied in FDE is leached through the soil profile. In all
studies, the measured concentration of N and P in drainage water was higher
than the ecological limits considered likely to stimulate unwanted aquatic
weed growth.
In New Zealand and Australia, some ten dairy farms have had
Flowform technology installed adjacent their milking shed so its twice-daily
effluent wash-out is transformed through a Flowform cascade, sometimes in
conjunction with Biodynamic compost preparation.
With effluent being treating in large open buried tanks over a two or
three-week period, the waste can be transformed successfully into a liquid
fertiliser which is then sprayed onto paddocks. The grass is able to take this
up as food without stress and cows are able to return to the field within
three days.
The practical success of these applications implies that other similar
projects would work in other situations, with appropriate fine-tuning.
It is evident that cascades are useful for the introduction of oxygen,
apart from the effects of rhythm providing an environment to support
microorganisms which themselves incorporate rhythmical processes. Used
in conjunction with suitable water lifting techniques, damage to
microorganisms is virtually excluded. Orthodox oxygenation methods often
have a harmful effect on the very organisms that are demanding oxygen in
their activity of detoxifying the pollutants.
Flowform cascades also generate a rhythmical environment, which is
sensitively related and supportive to these organisms that are by their very
nature rhythmical. These systems indicate ways to support and enhance
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biological purification processes, revitalise purified effluents and accelerate
their re-entry into the natural cycle.
They also transform a pollutant by-product into a valuable liquid
fertiliser and help the farmer manage his land and avoid regional council
fines.
Fig. 16 a: A Pond and Wetland system for water cleansing, sketch from Ebb &
Flow Ltd, Ruskin Mill.

16b: Cascades with lagoons and reed beds in Järna, Sweden (left), and
Theedingsweert, Holland (right)
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Other Effluent Treatment
In a pig slurry project at Broom Farm near Forest Row, Sussex, David
Clements worked with Flowform treatment in the 1970s. In this project, the
liquid was turned successfully into aerobically transformed ‘sweet smelling’
liquid fertiliser.
In a chicken abattoir in Byron Bay, NSW, Australia, Flowform Vortex
cascades were installed to influence the effluent liquids. This abattoir
slaughtered 26,000 chickens per week and the washing from the slaughter
room went through a clarifier into a 4.3 megalitre pond. From there water
was used for irrigation on an onsite turf farm. However the stench caused
neighbours to complain and the Environmental Protection Agency were about
to close them down when the Flowform project was started. Dissolved
oxygen readings were zero to start, which was most unusual. Three sets of
seven Vortex models were installed and within two weeks of continuous
running the pond’s dissolved oxygen was 2.3 ppm. By the end of the sixth
week we had readings of 6.3ppm ad by then the abattoir’s neighbours were
ringing to inquire where the smells had gone. The Environmental Protection
Agency extended their license, with the added construction of gravel filters
and reed beds,

Farming Applications
Applications of Flowform cascades for farming are related mostly to
mixing and treatments of different biologically catalytic liquids. In New
Zealand and Australia especially, Flowform biodynamic stirring is being used
extensively on a large scale.
There, large areas of inaccessible hilly
grasslands are sprayed by air via helicopters and planes.
Many thousands of hectares have been granted Biodynamic Demeter
certification with use only of Flowform stirring methods, which follow the
essence of Dr Steiner’s indications on how this could be done.
Flowform installations are useful not only for mixing preparations, but
are in continual use for treatment of liquid manures, seaweed and fish
fertiliser production, irrigation water for plants and drinking water for
animals.

Food and Drinking Water Processing
Water quality has become a major concern in connection with food
processing. Mostly such water is taken from town water supply, filtered and
possibly enriched with minerals and then used. However the water has been
under pressure moving through pipes, cut off from its natural movement and
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while chemically and organically positive it may well not be strong in its
capacity to support life energetically.
At Herzberger bakery in Fulda, Germany, water used for baking bread
was run over a cascade of granite steps followed by a stack of Flowform
vertical Glonn models. (Fig. 27).
A new Flowform technology was also installed in the Bio-Sophia
factory in Lillehammer, Norway to service various aspects in the production
of grain milk: washing, swelling, cooking, fermenting and diluting. The five
and a quarter meter high water treatment unit with ceramic cascades was
housed in a protective polyhedron. The field of form created within the
polyhedron is shown to have an additional sensitising effect upon the process
(Wilkes 2003).
Fig. 17: Flowform water treatment installation for Bio-Sophia in Lillehammer

At Giubiasco in Switzerland, drinking water is gathered from springs
high in the mountains for the town supply. The energy generated through
falling through pipes down to the valley is extracted with a turbine and
generator before it enters the municipal system. Through this process,
however the water appears to become more aggressive and was attacking
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the walls of the concrete reservoir. For this reason Flowform cascades were
installed after the turbine to renaturalise the water. The success of this was
indicated by crystallisation tests (Fig. 18).
Fig. 18: Copper chloride crystallisation images from a French laboratory
showing spring water from Valle Morobbia (left), after a turbine (middle), and after
Flowform treatment (right). The central picture shows high levels of entropy or
disorder, while the right picture shows a return to harmonic forms similar to the
original spring water. This is a fine example of energetic pollution where the
chemical and organic quality of the water remains the same through out.

Other Flowform Applications
Landscape / Waterscape
Clients have reported repeatedly that plants and animals in the
vicinity of Flowform cascades have responded with more activity and
better health.
Interior Design
Flowform vessels can be used effectively for humidifying dry
environments, especially in dry northern winters and the larger
cascades with strong waterfalls emit large negative ion impulses.
Health and Well-being
There are a variety of uses with medical applications wherever lifesupporting liquids are used.
There is a use in homeopathic production where large volumes
requiring manufacture extend human capacities of hand mixing.
Therapeutic results from Flowform water movement have been
reported worldwide for decades, relaxing and calming people with
various soul and physical conditions, helping with sleep disorders, and
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relieving depression and helping process emotional blocks. Much
more research is needed in this area, particularly regarding
physiological responses.
Educational
Flowform streams have been installed in many kindergartens and
schools, and observations show that children react most positively to
the rhythmical environment. Over-active children tend to calm down
and become more focused, introverted quiet children become more
engaged and social skills with cooperative language tend to develop.
Flowform playgrounds appear to influence the development of many
senses as well, giving the experience of flowing water to many city
children who often have no relationship to living nature.
As an educational tool it is regarded very highly, and provides a
central focus for the school community too.
Tap Water Treatment
Tap water is often highly mineralised, and after delivery to the home
or office sink, is often filtered or distilled. However, filtering or
distillation does not change the information frequencies within such
water that has been removed from the health giving influences of
movement in nature.
Flowform water units offer a means of returning this life supporting
capacity to tap water through a flow action that nature itself uses to
improve water in both mountain streams and within living organisms.
Pond Treatment
Numerous observations show that Flowform cascades oxygenate
ponds effectively but also change the flora and fauna to become
similar to those in a stream.
In New Zealand, Flowform cascades were installed in at least five
swimming pools, some conventional and other specially designed as
natural swimming pools that include small wetland systems, filtering
reed beds and other natural features. This appears to be a balanced
ecosystem, in which the use of chlorine can be avoided completely
(Pearsall and Innes 2000).
Generally, these cascades greatly reduced the need for treatment
chemicals, while also increasing a sparkle, freshness and smoothness
of the water. Professional pool managers consider these water quality
observations as equally valid in telling us about actually improved
water.
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Agriculture
Biodynamic Preparations: extensive use of Flowform stirring in New
Zealand and Australia shows conclusively that this method activates
the liquid biodynamic preparations very well, with up to 10,000
hectares being certified Demeter quality in the 1990s, where only
Flowform vessels have been used for stirring. (Peter Proctor 1997,
Trousdell 1990)
Compost Tea stirring: this method of preparing life-supporting liquids
for soils and plants is widely associated with Flowform technology.
Plant Germination: field and laboratory trials in New Zealand, the UK
and Germany have shown that germinated seeds when started with
Flowform water tend to continue overall stronger growth for their
entire life.
Morphology Plant Studies with coriander over three years in NZ in the
early 1990s by Menzo de Boom, Hans Mulder and Iain Trousdell,
showed a more balanced metamorphic leaf sequence with plants
germinated and irrigated by Flowform treated water for the first three
weeks of life, in comparison to control plants.
Plant Trials with water taken from differing lengths of Flowform
cascades in the 1980s in Australia by David Julian and Scott Douglas
indicated increasing and decreasing influences from smaller and larger
numbers of vessels in a continuous cascade. Numbers over 12
consecutive vessels without a chaos chamber between did not
necessarily result in continuously increasing life support effects. This is
an interesting indication about chaos rhythm in need of more
research.
Aquaculture trials gave positive responses from goldfish and captured
trout in NZ, demonstrating that these fish preferred Flowform treated
water.
Hydroponics: some trials in New Zealand showed that the plants grow
stronger roots and foliage from water that flows through a Flowform
cascade in the process of traversing the growing channels.
Animal drinking water: strong indications with pets and farm animals
show that Flowform treated water is preferred, with increased
consumption resulting.
Industrial
Once planners and engineers realize that water has energetic quality
issues around information frequencies and active freshness, Flowform
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technology could be used before, during or after processes in any
factory that reduces water quality while using it for profit.
Special Flowform designs could also be used for mixing various liquids
very specifically, with the ability to focus on any or all of laminar,
rhythmic or chaotic flows.
Many other applications have been and are currently reported to the
Healing Water Institute. These accounts need to be fully scrutinized before
exhibiting them in the Institute publications

Water Lifting Techniques
From the beginning in 1970, a question that was of paramount
interest was how water could be returned to the top of a cascade without
deteriorating any subtle effect that might be gained through the downwards
rhythmical treatment. This is a particular concern when many transits of the
same water are required in a cascade.
The negative effects of pump pressures and mechanically induced
turbulence can degenerate water quality. Though in some ways more
cumbersome than a conventional centrifugal pump, the Archimedean screw
that lifts water in rotating pockets, delivers water efficiently and is a more
benign way of lifting it. (Wilkes 2003).
Design research then led to the following question: Could the screw be
so designed that the process of lifting might help to contribute something
positively beneficial and, in combination with Flowform cascades, would
augment the anticipated effects of the rhythmical treatment?
These questions initiated a development based on a transformed
Archimedean screw. This apparatus consists of an open twisting channel
wrapped round an axis, to be used for lifting water while carrying it through
a series of left- and right-handed vortical movements.
This creates a complex spatial movement that is something like an
elongated spiraling lemniscate providing a compatible lifting treatment
similar to and in accord with a Flowform cascade.
The Virbela Screw is our name for this technology, which provides
an ideal opportunity to incorporate path-curve surfaces into water lifting.
(Wilkes 2003).
Path-curve surfaces of this kind are an expression, in archetypal
mathematical form, of those generated by living organisms to which they are
sensitively related.
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From a geometrical standpoint it can be postulated that if water were
to be encouraged to follow the asymptotic curves on such path-curve
surfaces a quality of balance would be achieved in the nature of the
movement between space and counterspace. This is referring to work
initiated by George Adams at Herrischried, Germany (Adams 1965).
Fig. 19: Järna Flowform cascade with Archimedean screw used in the Rural
Development program at Emerson College (left), Virbela Screw development
model (right) (Wilkes 2003)

Summary
Everywhere that water is used by humanity, either in agriculture,
industry or domestically, its quality is inevitably reduced. UNESCO statistics
indicate that human beings are presently capturing fresh water from 65% of
the world’s fresh water sources and within 35 years this is expected to rise
to 90%, thereby taking nature’s water out of the potable water cycle to its
and nature’s detriment
It is vitally important that decision makers take care to return this fresh
water back into nature in good condition, and if it is not returned to nature
then it needs to be treated in such a way that its chemical, organic and
energetic quality be improved after use.
Flowform eco-technology enables water to be returned to nature (so to
speak) while still in a captured condition, by running the water through
Flowform cascades which are designed entirely from nature’s own best
methods for oxygenating, polishing and energetically treating water.
This is the primary research and design purpose of the Healing Water
Institute.
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